
Hello there! I’m Elisa — Textile Designer, 
pattern lover and weaving enthusiast.

Visual arts, historical textiles and street art 
inspire me, and I like to look for new ideas 
in both urban and natural environments. 

My design process in ongoing: my completed 
samples and projects spark ideas for new ones.

In my free time I’m a choral singer and amateur 
photographer. I’m also passionate about art
history, gastronomy, and foreign languages.



I like to sketch patterns and surfaces with permanent 
markers and watercolours. I create designs with both 

clear, minimalistic shapes and playful, colourful textures. 
My patterns often feature organic, yet abstract shapes.

I prefer to design patterns mostly by hand, and to keep 
them simple. I regularly make use of my own photogrphy 

as source material for moods, motifs, textures and colours. 





When designing a woven fabric, I try to envision the kind of 
look I’d want to create, and then think about what kind of 
design and technique would allow me to realise just that.

I like to first sketch a pattern, and then test it with different 
types of yarns. I like to feature crisp lines and clear shapes, 

further complimented by the choice of solid colours. 



My interest in weaving took me to Japan for one full academic 
year in 2018 - 2019. During my exchange Joshibi University of 
Art and Design I learned about several Japanese weaving and

dyeing techniques, and about Japanese textiles in general.

One of the traditional Japanese techniques I learned was a 
weft ikat technique called yokogasuri. The material is fine 

cotton, which was hand dyed with synthetic indigo. 





Project: "Autumn wind"

A handwoven kimono/hanten-style jacket, made as a sample following a kimono workshop. 



Project: “Rose” table set design

A series of festive and versatile tablecloths to complement an intimate dinner 
setting. Collaborative concept design and pattern design with Hanna Julin.



Project: “Moonbeam” blanket series

The Moonbeam blanket series was born 
out of an initial custom order. The pattern 
reminds me of a nightly landscape, where 
moonlight is reflected on a body of water. 

Colour variation allows for the blanket to fit 
to many different kinds interiors and moods. 
Woven with 100% wool, it is functional and 

durable, as well as pleasing to the eye.



CV

DESIGN INTERESTS
Woven design, product design, pattern design, custom projects

LANGUAGES
Finnish, English, French (fluent) Swedish, Russian, Japanese (proficient)
German, Italian, Spanish (beginner)

COMPUTER SKILLS
Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Outlook
Basic knowledge of CSS and HTML 
Adobe Photoshop, InDesign and Illustrator
WeavePoint, KnitADesign, CorelDraw

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Design: Major in Textile Design  2016-2020
Metropolia University of Applied Sciences, Helsinki, Finland
- Study abroad: Joshibi University of Art and Design, Japan (2018-19)

Bachelor of Arts: Honours in Art History  2010-2013
McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
- Minor concentration in Russian Language
- Summer Study: Saint-Petersburg State University, Russia (2011)
- Arts Internship Award (2012), Paula Bonato Memorial Prize (2013)

EXHIBITIONS
Table cloth design “Omotesando” at Joshibi Textile Students’ 
Exhibition, Spiral Café, Tokyo, Japan (2019)

Crochet group project ”Ghosts of the Sea” at Suomi neuloo -event 
Kattilahalli, Helsinki, Finland (2017). The artwork was sold in auction 
and the funds were donated to John Nurmisen Säätiö.

Crochet group project ”Ghosts of the Sea” at Yarn Visions -
exhibition, Taide- ja museokeskus Sinkka, Kerava, Finland (2016)

SELECTED WORK EXPERIENCE
Program Assistant (Summer)      2016, 2017, 2019
AFS Intercultural Programs Finland, Helsinki, Finland    
- Recruited host families, created internal marketing materials

Marketing and Design Intern     Winter 2019
Novita Oy, Helsinki, Finland
- Created marketing materials for fairs and company website
- Wrote patterns for knit garments, assisted the product manager

Receptionist 2016-2017
Cable Factory Museums/Securitas, Helsinki, Finland
- Managed the front desk: ticket sales, tour bookings

Customer Service Team Supervisor   2014-2016 
Complexe Desjardins/SGM Agence, Montreal, Canada
- Trained and managed the Customer Service Team

Tourist Information Agent          2014 
Tourisme Montréal, Montreal, Canada
- Informed clients about Montreal’s tourist attractions

SELECTED VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE
Interviewer, Camp Leader, Intercultural Mentor         2008-
AFS Intercultural Programs Canada and Finland
- Volunteered at exchange student organization’s activities

Co-President, Catalogue Designer, Curator         2010-2013
Fridge Door Gallery, McGill University, Montreal, Canada 
- Managed the running of the student-run art gallery

Museum and Volunteer Service Intern           2012
The State Hermitage Museum, Saint-Petersburg, Russia
- Drew archaeological illustrations, welcomed visitors


